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At the River

In my city I walk
through the woods

and lean against an old
elm tree and watch

the foggy dusk and watch
the lights across the river

and the birds—they are in
their own world, which nobody

but me notices right now 
someone burns wood

in a stove to keep off
the last of the winter 

I am careful walking
down the iced paths

to the river because men
sometimes fall in

as I lean back against
the solid elm tree

I think of Jesus with his
spine the way he hung

from that tree and came
to love how he was held
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by the embrace of that tree
from which he hung

a man could fall in
if not careful near the river

the birds what friends I ignore
the way the birds watch

from above as I walk
and turn down the path

I amuse them—I am below
as they fly to the trees above
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Late Night/Early Morning

It’s the time when my heart
jumps to my throat

It’s the time of the gloom
of Walt Whitman

Or the despair
of Emily Dickinson

Nobody wants to record
these minutes

It’s anyone’s 
overnight dread

Anyone’s night sweats
anyone’s turning over

This can happen in early
spring or at the height

Of summer the birds
wild in their nests

The sense that it could all 
crash in at any moment

As well as the small perception
that the light has already changed
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The Kids

At work during the day
your old pictures
on my window ledge

Various stages
of the various yous
each one of the yous

The three of yous
holding signs that say
Happy . . . Father’s . . . Day

It’s one of those moments
that could slay me
if I let it

Your eyes those years ago
remain the same
for each of you

Isn’t this The Iliad
as well as The Odyssey
the heroic past?

It’s everything this snapshot
all the king’s ransom
all the privileges of the realm
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He’s Become So Little

My Dad with his big soft eyes
has entered that frail zone

his bones stick out on his back
when I go to hug him (he’s

so little) My Dad was never
little he was always six feet

185 pounds now he’s five foot
eight 135 pounds (he’s so

little) he’s almost a talisman
of himself (My Dad) hanging

from my neck so I can remember
him years from now but 

he’s still here (he’s so little) 
he’s still him. How did he get

to be this way? Did I forget?
Some years I must have forgotten.


